ARMTEX® ATTACK
High Tensile Strength Polyester Double Jacket & EPDM Rubber-Lined Fire Attack Hose

Construction – Double-jacket polyester hose with a synthetic EPDM rubber ozone resistant lining. ARMTEX™ ATTACK is available in the sizes of 1-½", 1-¾", and 2-½". Jacket color options include yellow, orange, red, blue, green and white.

Service Temperature – Remains flexible at temperatures as low as -40°F (-40°C).

Abrasion Resistant Jacket – Designed with superior abrasion resistance and kink resistance to resist damage from constant working conditions, even when using low pressure and straight bore nozzles. A smooth waterway surface for lower friction loss.

Ultra-Lightweight – ATI’s lightest weight rubber-lined hose. An 1-¾” 50’* coil weighs just 17 lbs.

Packs Tight – ATI’s best packing and easiest to fold double-jacket, rubber-lined hose.

Maintenance Free – Immune to mildew and rot.

10 Year Warranty
Meets and exceeds all NFPA requirements for Fire Hose, current editions.

Applications –
• Municipal fire departments
• Industrial fire brigades
• Shipboard fire fighting
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